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Courtyard Newark Silicon Valley Hotel Completes Major Renovation 

One of the best hotels in Silicon Valley, the Courtyard Newark has finished 
renovating its lobby, dining concept and business center. 

 

Newark, CA – The Courtyard Newark Silicon Valley 

Hotel has just completed a major $820,000 renovation. A 

favorite among hotels in Silicon Valley, the Courtyard 

hotel is located just 20 miles north of San Jose and 

minutes from Palo Alto. Guests at this hotel in Newark, 

CA can enjoy brand new services, a refined lobby 

experience and an upgraded business center. 

 

The renovations at this hotel in Silicon Valley begin in the lobby area. New welcoming 

pedestals have replaced the front desk. These pedestals allow guests and staff to 

interact more personally. The lobby also received brand new furniture, carpet, lighting 

and flooring. 

 

This hotel in Newark, CA also received a brand new dining concept: the Bistro. Eat. 

Drink. Connect.® The new dining option serves fresh, delicious food and twists on 

American favorites. At the Bistro, guests can order anything from hamburgers to 

seafood. The Bistro also proudly serves freshly brewed Starbucks® coffee. 

 

Guests can also explore the state-of-the-art GoBoard™ in the lobby area. The 

GoBoard™ allows guests to explore the area around this Newark, CA hotel without 

leaving the comfort of the lobby. Guests can navigate the 55-inch LCD touch screen to 

discover local information, maps, weather, and news, business and sports headlines. 
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For those searching for business hotels in Silicon Valley, the Courtyard Newark Silicon 

Valley Hotel also renovated its business center. Now guests have the option for great 

printing services at a brand new printing station. 

 

To celebrate the new renovations at this Newark, CA hotel, guests who mention seeing 

this press release will receive a free large Starbucks® coffee. This deal is valid until 

February 15, 2012, so guests should be sure to visit one of the best hotels in Silicon 

Valley, enjoy a free cup of coffee and tour the new renovations.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Courtyard by Marriott offers a refreshing environment that helps guests stay connected, 
productive and balanced. Intuitive services and design accommodate guests’ needs for 
choice and control. With more than 860 locations in 30 countries, Courtyard is Marriott’s 
largest brand. All Courtyard by Marriott hotels participate in the award-winning Marriott 
Rewards frequent travel program that allows members to earn hotel points or airline 
miles for every dollar spent during each stay. For more information, including guest 
guided video tours of the new lobby and the latest brand information, visit 
www.gocourtyard.com. For reservations, go to www.courtyard.com or contact a travel 
professional 
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